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Welcome to the MMGM Newsletter
Seven Interesting Facts About Roses
(1) George Washington, our first president, was also our
first U.S. rose breeder; (2) The oldest rose in the world has
flourished for over 1,000 years on the wall of Hildeshiem,
Germany; (3) The oldest representation of a rose is a fresco
in the palace of Minos in Cnossos, Crete. It depicts a five-petaled pink rose
which dates to about 1450 B.C.; (4) At first, rose oil was added to medicine to
mask its bitter taste. It was only afterwards that the medicinal virtues of rose
oil were discovered; (5) Ancient Romans believed that white roses grew
where the tears of Venus fell when she was mourning Adonis; (6) The rose is
the official National Floral Emblem of the United States. This legislation was
signed into law by President Ronald Reagan on October 7, 1986; (7) The rose
is also the state flower selected by Georgia, Iowa, New York, North Dakota
and the District of Columbia.

BE ON THE LOOKOUT—An Anatomy of a Scam
By Michael J. Monroe, Esq.
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BE ON THE LOOKOUT—An Anatomy of Scam—CONTINUED
By Michael J. Monroe
You may even give him three such names and their e-mail addresses! The party
then e-mails one of the attorneys and indicates his desire to acquire the property in
question from you, the agent. He requests the attorney contact the agent and begin
representing him if that is appropriate and asks what the attorney fee will
be. Naturally the attorney jumps in and responds as to what the fee will be. The
client quickly responds – “No problem!” The trap is now beginning to be set.
The buyer then indicates to the attorney that the terms will be ‘all cash’ and as to
the attorney fee - no problem. Buyer indicates to the attorney to contact the real
estate agent to get a copy of the contract. The attorney does. Buyer also indicates
that he is not familiar with working with escrow companies so he wants to be
protected so he will send all of the funds, including the attorney fees, to the
attorney to put into his/her trust account for later disbursement as appropriate. It
couldn’t be simpler. The ‘standard’ AAR contract, all cash and a quick closing.
Then the e-mail comes indicating the buyer will send certified funds. In fact the
buyer is going to send excess funds of $25,000 to be deposited into the trust account that the buyer wants
transferred to a third party. Sure enough a certified funds check arrives at the attorney’s office and it is
immediately deposited into the attorney trust account. Immediately following that an e-mail arrives from
the buyer indicating that he sent in excess funds which he needs transferred to a third party as part of the
transaction. So says the buyer – If you, the attorney, would please take your full fee now, even though the
real estate deal is not yet completed and send a check for the excess funds of $25,000 to his correspondent
bank in Canada then the balance of the funds can be transferred to the escrow company and all will be
fine – right!!! You probably see where the scam is already. If the attorney follows those instructions then
the attorney just dug himself or herself into a very deep hole and might as well pull the dirt in after. The
check for certified funds is duly returned from the attorney’s bank indicating that the certified funds check
is a fraudulent check. Yes, it certainly looked exactly like a cashier’s check. If the attorney fell into the trap,
the attorney wrote a check out of his/her trust account for his/her fee and wire transferred a $25,000 check
to the appointed bank in Canada or wherever and the balance of the funds got transferred to the escrow
account with the escrow company named in the purchase agreement.
About a week later when the attorney is notified that the cashier check was bogus and did not “clear”, the
attorney realizes that he or she has been ‘had’. By that time it is too late. The $25,000.00 came out of the
attorney’s trust account which drew upon other client’s money in the trust account and was sent to the
“buyers” account in Canada which the buyer immediately withdrew and is long gone. At that point the
attorney is responsible for the lost funds in his or her trust account and must immediately replace those
funds into the trust account with “good” funds. In other words the attorney got scammed for
$25,000.00. The real estate agent’s dream commission is dashed on the rocks. It is all one big scam. Our
office has had lots and lots of these attempted scams. Fortunately, we adhere to the rule that no trust funds
will ever be disbursed until the deposited funds clear our bank. We check the account daily to insure we
know when funds have cleared into our trust account. That precludes any possible temptation to write
checks too soon before funds have cleared. Once you know the basic scam you will find minor variations of
it. The latest one we were asked to participate in was just two weeks ago. We advised the agent that more
than likely it was a scam and not to get excited about the potential commission since it most likely would not
materialize – and it didn’t.
While very few real estate companies today maintain a trust account the same scam could be pulled
directly on the real estate company if the funds were to be deposited into the real estate firm’s trust
account. One big moral of this story is to NEVER disburse funds from a trust account until you know the
funds are actually there - in other words the funds cleared. To do otherwise is to be writing a trust check on
other people’s money already in the trust account. Avoid doing that at any cost. It may be tempting to do
that. Cashier’s check can have a ‘stop payment’ placed on the funds and the check won’t clear and you
already wrote funds on it; your loss, so avoid the temptation. It just proves the old saying that if a deal
appears
too good to be true it probably is too good to be true! Have a good and profitable day.
F e br u ar y
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MORTGAGE REFORM OF 2014
By Heidi Rib Brent, Esq.
Effective January 2014, many regulations of the Mortgage Reform and
Anti-Predatory Lending Act, Title XIV of the Dodd-Frank Act, became law,
regulated by the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection. The new
regulations set standards for Qualified Mortgages and the obligations for
lenders to determine borrowers’ Ability to Repay.
While the majority of home loans are Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, FHA and
other federally backed loans, which are exempt, private lenders must comply
with these new standards. And with the tightening of requirements for
those federally backed loans, we anticipate an increase in private lending,
including seller carrybacks. To determine a borrower’s Ability to Repay,
lenders must evaluate at least these eight specific factors: (1) income/assets,
(2) employment, (3) monthly mortgage payment, (4) monthly payments on
other related loans, (5) monthly taxes and insurance, (6) other debts and
financial obligations, (7) debt to income ratio (generally not to exceed 43%) and (8) credit history.
The evaluation must be based on verifiable third-party records, including such documents as tax
records, bank records, credit reports and invoices.
While lenders are required to keep loan documents for at least three years to establish the Ability to
Repay, the regulations provide that Qualified Mortgages are presumed to have complied with the
Ability to Repay provisions. All Qualified Mortgages are prohibited from such risky features as
interest-only periods, negative amortization, and terms longer than 30 years, and limit fees and
points to 3% of the total loan (more for loans less than $100,000.00). For Higher-Priced loans,
defined as loans that have an Annual Percentage Rate (APR) that exceeds the Average Prime Offer
Rate (APOR) by 1.5% for first liens and 3.5% for subordinate liens, if the loan meets the criteria for
a Qualified Mortgage, the lender has a rebuttable presumption that the Ability to Repay rules were
satisfied. For loans that are not Higher-Priced, if the loan meets the criteria for a Qualified
Mortgage, the lender has a conclusive presumption that the Ability to Repay rules were satisfied.
Small Creditors can originate two other types of Qualified Mortgages. Small Creditors have less
that $2 billion in assets and, together with affiliates, originated no more than 500 first-lien home
loans in the prior year. Qualified Mortgages by Small Creditors must be fully amortized and
cannot be sold other than to a Small Creditor for at least three years. For the next two years, Small
Creditors can make balloon-payment loans if the loans have fixed interest rate and period (i.e.
monthly) payments for at least five years before the balloon-payment. After the two years,
balloon-payment loans only may obtain Qualified Mortgage protection in rural or underserved
areas.
Other regulations under the Mortgage Reform and Anti-Predatory Lending Act require the use of
qualified Loan Originators for most home loans, including restrictions on the Loan Originators’
compensation and fees, although there are exceptions that may apply to seller carrybacks.
Regulations under the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act (HOEPA), regarding high-cost
mortgages, as defined by limits on APR, points and fees and pre-payment penalties, require
disclosure and consumer counseling prior to closing. These regulations will be addressed in
subsequent newsletters.
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THE DOCTRINE OF “FRUSTRATION OF PURPOSE”
By Karl MacOmber, Esq.
The Arizona case of Next Gen Capital v Consumer Lending Associates (“CLA”) explored the
interesting theory of ‘frustration of purpose’. In discussing the legal theory of frustration of
purpose, it is helpful to simultaneously discuss the closely related legal theory of ‘impossibility of
performance’. Both of these related theories are defenses to one’s obligation to continue performance under a contractual obligation. Do understand when reading about these theories that
the parties can always make either or both of these defenses irrelevant and not applicable if they
put a provision in the contract precluding either or both parties from being able to raise such a
defense. Now on to understanding these defenses.
Impossibility of performance deals with a situation where the nonperformance by one of the
contracting parties arises out of its inability to actually perform one of the material specified
obligations in the contract due to no fault of its own. On the other hand, frustration of purpose
deals with a situation where an unforeseen event undermines a party’s principal purpose for
entering into a contract and both of the contracting parties knew of this principal purpose for entering into the
contract. That may seem like a fine line distinction but it will become clearer.
Let’s explore an example of each. Assume you lease a commercial building for the sole purpose of operating an ethanol
refinery. If the property and area are destroyed by a flood and, as a result, the local municipality decides to rezone the
area for only residential use then you would be excused from further performance of the agreement. It is impossible to
perform the function of manufacturing ethanol at the facility. The change in circumstances altered your ability to
operate the very business you entered into the agreement to perform. The change in circumstances made it impossible
to continue the principal purpose for which the lease was entered into. You would be excused from further
performance of your contract based on the defense of impossibility of performance.
However, what if, due to a shortage in the supply of corn from which ethanol is made the government suddenly
mandated diversion of all corn products to be used in the food chain? Isn’t the effect the same? Sure, you are now
unable to obtain a supply of raw material you need to produce your product. But if you had the supply of corn you
could still produce ethanol. However, ethanol was the primary purpose for which you leased the property and that
purpose has now been frustrated due to unforeseen circumstances. In this scenario you technically could produce
ethanol at the facility but that purpose has become ‘frustrated’ due to a lack of supply of product through no fault on
your part.
The Restatement of Contracts, Second § 265 defines frustration of purpose as follows: “Where, after a contract is
made, a party’s principal purpose is substantially frustrated without his fault by the occurrence of an event, the
non-occurrence of which is a basic assumption on which the contract was made, his remaining duties to render
performance are discharged, unless the language or circumstances [of the contract] indicate the contrary.”
Let’s look at another hypothetical situation. You have reservations for a very expensive Broadway show to be paid for
and picked up at the will-call window. Due to illness of the star, the show is cancelled indefinitely. The cancellation of
the show was unforeseeable by the parties and therefore voids the contract. You should not have to pay for the tickets
since the purpose for your purchase of the tickets was frustrated due to an unforeseen event. The defense
of ‘impossibility’ is not applicable since technically you could have gone to the theater and sat in the seat you ‘rented’
and sat in front of an empty stage where the show was to have taken place. Thus the appropriate defense to an attempt
to make you pay for the tickets would be frustration of purpose.
So now to the Arizona case; in the CLA case Consumer Lending Associates was a payday lender. It rented a retail
business location from the plaintiff, Next Gen Capital. In 2010 the payday lending statutes expired in Arizona and the
defendant, Consumer Lending Associates could no longer make the loans it was in business to make. So, in 2010
Consumer Lending Associates stopped paying rent and claimed it no longer was obligated to pay rent based on the
defense of frustration of purpose. The landlord, Next Gen Capital sued, won in the trial court and the case was appealed.
On appeal the Arizona Court of Appeals had no trouble disposing of the case in favor of the landlord. The court indicated that
at the time Consumer Lending Associates entered into the subject lease the payday loan statutes were already subject to a
sunset provision which meant the right to make such loans expired in 2010, unless legislative action was taken to save the
statutes from expiration. The Court of Appeals indicated that the defendant, a consumer loan lender, was charged with
knowledge of the fact it would be prevented from making such loans after 2010 unless the legislature intervened to extend the
law. Thus the court held that since the defendant had such knowledge it could not claim that the expiration of the payday
loan statutes somehow caught it unawares in 2010. The net result was the Court of Appeals affirmed the judgment of the trial
court against the defendant, Consumer Lending Associates, and charged the defendant with over $140,000.00 in unpaid
rent.
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“I HAVE A COMPLAINT!”
Tips and Techniques to Defuse Ticking Time Bombs in Your Communities

By Michael Shupe, Esq.
As any legal counsel for homeowners associations can tell you,
many of the most expensive and complex legal disputes between
homeowners and their associations begin with a only a minor
frustration. Perhaps a neighbor has one too many late night
get-togethers with friends, or the architectural committee approves a
slightly different shade of green, or you receive a notice about your
weeds when you just pulled them yesterday. However, the following
measures can help to resolve many common homeowner disputes
efficiently and pragmatically before frustration turns to litigation:
Hold regular meetings. Holding regularly scheduled meetings, even
if they are often only lightly attended, provides a forum for interested
homeowners to engage with the Board, to learn about the projects
they may see in the community, and to discuss concerns in order to
ensure that issues are given appropriate attention.
Keep lines of communication open. Publishing community rules, meeting minutes, and even
seasonal maintenance reminders, may seem like a small measure, but it can help enhance the
visibility of the association in the community, and maintain a level of transparency that inspires
confidence in the minds of homeowners.
Create clear guidelines and enforceable rules. Establishing clear and comprehensive architectural
guidelines, rules and regulations, and reasonable enforcement policies, including a schedule of
applicable penalties serves two beneficial purposes: (1) it simplifies the task of the community
manager and the board in addressing most issues that come up regularly in common interest
communities, and (2) it maintains uniformity with respect to how violations will be enforced
across the community.
When a dispute does happen, maintaining constructive communication between directors,
managers, and homeowners is key. Results-oriented complaints usually can be settled in the
initial stage and the result will be fewer complaints in the future. Here are some techniques to
follow to ensure efficient results: (1) Keep the tone polite and professional. Try not to get angry
or emotional; (2) Avoid using threats; threats diminish productive communication and can cause
others to respond emotionally, losing sight of the key issue in the process; (3) State clearly what
you want done; (4) Listen and ask questions; (5) If negotiation is necessary, be ready to suggest
alternative solutions; (6) If there is an agreement, confirm it; and (7) If the problem is complex
or money is involved, confirm the agreement by letter.
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Meet the Staff— FRANK KING
By Sally Myers, Office Administrator
Frank King, Network Administrator

Frank King is a native of Tucson, who has lived in the Old Pueblo most of his life. During the late
60's and early 70's he was a Communications Technician in the Unites States Navy, stationed in various locations
for the National Security Agency. Shortly after his return from Military Service, Frank became a licensed Real
Estate Salesman and Broker, specializing in Real Estate Management. As co-founder and Executive Vice President
of Tucson Prime Properties, Frank was active in the Tucson Association of REALTORS® and Southern Arizona
Home Builders. In the mid 80's he was the lead instructor at Brodsky School of Real Estate and a consultant to
property management companies as they navigated the new frontier of computerization. He specialized in
Department of Real Estate Compliance issues, and worked closely with ADRE auditors in an attempt to facilitate
the switch from manual to automated auditing.
In the 1990's Frank took his teaching skills on the road, conducting Project and Self-Management seminars for
The Jill Pearson Company (Tucson) and The Don Jackson Company (London). Clients included: Blue Cross Blue
Shield, The Indian Health Service; The Creek Nation, The Cherokee Nation, Heller Financial Services, and various
school districts throughout Arizona and Texas. In 1994, Frank accepted the position of Legal administrator for
the Law Firm of Monroe & Associates (n/k/a Monroe McDonough Goldschmidt and Molla “MMGM”). One of his
first challenges was to convert the firm and its personnel from DOS to the Windows Operating System. As market
demands pulled the legal industry into the 21st century, Frank grew in experience and knowledge in the areas of
computers, networks and security. Since the year 2000 his primary responsibility is to the technology at MMGM.
When he was not administering the network for MMGM, Frank taught a computer class at Tucson Accelerated
High School (Later renamed to Skyview High School) and was the Network Administrator for the Leona Group
Schools in Tucson. He was also founder and director of Next Generation Ministries, a volunteer organization
consisting of 100 adult and 100 teen workers who provide teaching and guidance to over 500 children at The
Door Christian Fellowship Church on Tucson’s south side. Frank and his wife of 44 years, Susan have 3 grown
children, who are raising 10 grandchildren. His youngest son, Garett and his family recently returned after 5 years
as Missionaries in the nation of Gabon, his daughter and her family are currently missionaries in the nation of
Cameroon, and his eldest son is a Supervisor with the U.S. Border Patrol.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR—Tucson February Events
1-16—Tucson Gem & Mineral Show

21—Cowgirls with Heart Rodeo Dance

3-28—Butterfly Magic at the Gardens

22—Off the Vine Arizona Wine Festival

5-9—Tubac Festival of the Arts

22-23—Southwest Indian Art Fair

8-28—Horse Racing at Rillito Park

22—Oro Valley Charity Classic Car Show,
BBQ & Blues

14—Valentine’s Day Candlelight Tour &
Dinner
15-23—Tucson Rodeo
17-23—World Golf Championships—
Accenture Match Play
19-28— FC Tucson Desert Diamond
Cup—Major League Soccer
20—Tucson Rodeo Parade

22—Last Saturday Mountain Bike Ride
24-28—Amateur Trap Shooting Association—Spring Grand American
25-28—Broadway in Tucson—The Wizard
of Oz
26-28—Arizona Winter Festival Horse
Show

February
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ARIZONA FASCINATING
FACTS

Arizona has 3,928 mountain
peaks and summits—more
mountains than any one of the
other Mountain States
(Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, Utah
and Wy0ning).

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

4578 N. First Avenue
Suite 160

Monroe McDonough Goldschmidt & Molla (MMGM) is a real estate and business law firm. Our attorneys and staff believe that
each client must experience the difference that genuine care and
concern can make. We strive to achieve the client's objectives
while delivering unwavering personal service in an honest,
aggressive and comprehensive manner. We refer to this as our
Clients for Life program. MMGM provides outstanding counsel
and unparalleled representation in the following areas of law:

Tucson, AZ 85718
Phone: 520-325-2000
Fax: 520-886-3527
TucsonAzRealEstateAttorneys.com

mmgm-law.com

Real Estate - Personal Injury
Business and Entity Formation
Civil and Commercial Litigation - Construction Defect
Contracts - Estate Planning—Probate
Homeowner Association (HOA)
Appeals - Arbitration and Mediation Services
Motor Vehicle Warranty Defense
Product Liability - Transactional
Labor and Employment

HONEST
AGGRESSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
Legal Disclaimer: The legal information presented in
this Newsletter should not be construed to be formal
legal advice, nor the formation of a lawyer or
attorney client relationship. Any results set forth
herein are based upon the facts of that particular
case and do not represent a promise or guarantee.
Please contact a Lawyer for a consultation on your
particular legal matter. This Newsletter is not
intended to solicit clients for matters outside the
state of Arizona.
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